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A few of the upscale properties offered by Clothing-Optional Home Network.

Clothing-Optional Home Network
By Pete Williams

Nudists looking for a bed-and-breakfast
experience at upscale properties around
North America now have another option:
the Clothing-Optional Home Network
(COHN).
Since launching in Phoenix, Arizona
in August of 2011, COHN now consists
of five private homes: two in Arizona, one
apiece in California and Oregon, and one in
Mexico. An AANR-participating business,
the Phoenix-based COHN is expanding
rapidly in the United States and looking
to provide additional options abroad.
Company officials say the goal of the
concept is to fill two voids in the nudist world.
COHN offers nudist-friendly homes in areas
with limited or no nude recreation options. It’s
also ideal for those looking to dip their toes
into social nudism since the homes typically
accommodate just four guests at once.
“Reluctant spouse syndrome” is commonplace
in nudism and about 60 percent of COHN couples
have at least one member experiencing nude
recreation for the first time. Homes typically
have private backyards and swimming pools
conducive to nude recreation.
Though such homes are commonplace in
Florida, Arizona, and Southern California,
they’re unusual in much of North America.
Not surprisingly, many guests come from coolerclimate areas.
Others are attracted to the change of seasons. The Oregon property, Alpenglow Ranch,
is situated on 51 private acres with views of
the Cascades.
Guests pay a modest $10 annual fee to join
the network and between $125 and $175 per
room per night. Breakfast also is included. A
two-night minimum stay is required at most
locations. All guests must adhere to AANR standards and prospective hosts undergo training
in Phoenix before opening for business.
Some guests rarely leave the homes, treating them like destination resorts, while others
use the homes as bases of operations as they
explore the surrounding area.

Visitors staying at the two homes in greater
Phoenix, for instance, often take daytrips to
Sedona, Prescott, and Old Town Scottsdale.
The homes have become particularly popular
among nudist baseball fans looking to enjoy
spring training baseball in March.
In December, COHN was marketing the Arizona properties and the California home, located
in Pasadena, to nudist football fans attending
the Rose Bowl, Buffalo Wild Wings Bowl, or
Fiesta Bowl college football games.
Given the amenities of some homes, it’s understandable why some guests might be more
inclined to spend entire days in and around the
pool. The Pasadena property, known as Arroyo del

Sol, was designed by Frank Lloyd Wright
in 1949 and sits on two-thirds of an acre
on the edge of Arroyo Seco Canyon.
Arroyo del Sol is adjacent to a trailhead
for hiking, biking and horseback riding
into the Angeles National Forest. It’s just
minutes from the Rose Bowl and a short
drive to downtown Los Angeles, Anaheim
and the Southern California beaches.
Casa Encantado, which is just a short
drive from Guadalajara Airport in Ajijic,
Mexico, is a 5,000 square foot contemporary home with spectacular lake and
mountain vistas. There is a cottage garden around the perimeter of the home
featuring year-round flowers and palm trees
that surround the perimeter of the pool.
The COHN plans to open homes shortly in
North Scottsdale, Tampa, San Antonio, and
Houston.
The COHN founders owned various businesses
and learned the value of customer service. Nudists themselves, they visited numerous clothingoptional destinations and hope to replicate the best
of what they’ve seen over the years. The long-term
goal, they say, is to fill in the gaps around North
America so nudists never have to travel more than
100 miles to enjoy nude recreation.
For more information, visit www.clothing
optionalhomenetwork.com. n

